
SEC Team 1: Steam Strainer Recap 

 

The goal of this team was to redesign a steam strainer for the Shanghai Electric Company. 

Currently, pieces of the mesh grid, which comprise the steam strainer, are breaking off and are 

continuing with the flow of the steam, causing severe damage to the turbine blades. A new steam 

strainer was designed that both removes solid granules from the steam as well as to rectifies the 

flow before it reaches the turbine. 

The solution that has been selected is a system of stacked ribs that create a horizontal membrane 

to filter the steam as it passes through. The proposed strai0-ner will also have a flow guide on the 

front end to rectify the steam flow. This design was chosen due to its high manufacturability, 

with repeated rib patterns to form the membrane, and the modular aspects associated with the 

small areas of the strainer which can be maintained without replacement of the entire strainer. 

For the alpha prototype a ¼ cross section, ¼ height model was manufactured, however the flow 

guide was no created in order to keep the budget below the $1000 ceiling. This scaling was used 

to ensure the project stayed within budget while also displaying the method used to assemble a 

full scaled strainer. These ribs were cut out of a sheet of 3003 aluminum using a water jet to 

ensure consistency. The ribs were fit around both ½” and ¾” diameter 6061 aluminum vertical 

shafts that refined the strainers mesh size as well as give the strainer its structural integrity. The 

rods fit into a top and bottom made out of 6061 aluminum to hold all of the components into the 

proper orientation. The top and bottom were counter-bored as to allow the vertical shafts to fit 

into them. The final component of the design is springs that fit around the vertical shafts to 

compress the tabs together, which help to compensate for any thermal expansion that would 

occur during use at high temperatures. The complete cost of the prototype is $731.10. With the 

costs of the poster and shipping to SJTU, the total project cost was $901.34. 

The alpha prototype was tested in two separate aspects, its ease of assembly and its flow 

efficiency. The ease of assembly was tested by assembling the prototype multiple times and 

timing how long it took to complete the process, and then averaging the time came out to be six 

minutes. The flow efficiency was tested by the use of computational fluid dynamics on the 

computer aided design assembly.  The concept will continue to be refined by SJTU and the 

prototype will be featured in their design showcase. 

 

 


